Sydney Records Hottest November Night on Record
Nov. 29, 2020 – Sydney has reported its hottest November night on record, with the official start of summer still days away.  The city recorded a minimum overnight temperature of 25.4°C [77.7°F].  The previous record at Observatory Hill was 24.8°C in 1967.  Then it hit 40°C [104°F] during the daytime on Sunday.  The states of Victoria and South Australia also reported soaring heat over the weekend.
Dozens of bush fires are already burning in New South Wales [capital Sydney], with hotter weather predicted on Tuesday.
"November has been quite unusual in many ways.  We have only seen about half our normal rainfall.  And it is quite possible it will be one of our hottest Novembers on record," Andrew Watkins, of the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) noted on Friday.
New South Wales in Australia has just recorded its hottest November day ever.  + 46.9°C [116.4°F] in Smithville at 4:35 pm local time.  Australia is currently in the grip of a profound widespread spring heat wave.  Summer starts on Tuesday next week.
Sydney's record temperature was recorded at Observatory Hill in the Central Business District.  By 04:30, the temperature had risen back up to 30°C, the Sydney Morning Herald reports.
Images from Sydney show huge crowds of people flocking to the beach.  The New South Wales health department has reminded people to keep to social-distancing regulations, in order to stop the potential spread of coronavirus.
BOM has predicted a 5- or 6-day heat wave in parts of northern NSW and south-east Queensland. 
The Rural Fire Service (RFS) has warned of a "very high to severe fire danger forecast" in eastern and north-eastern parts of New South Wales.  On Sunday the RFS reported 62 bush and grass fires.
It is the 1st weekend of significant bushfire activity since the end of last summer.  That saw Australia's most intense bushfire season on record, but not its most deadly.  The bushfire season of 2019-20 saw fires sweep across 24 million hectares [100,000 square miles] of land.  Those blazes affected every Australian state, destroyed over 3,000 homes, and killed or displaced nearly 3 billion animals.  At least 33 people were killed.
On Friday, RFS Deputy Commissioner Peter McKechnie urged people to have fire plans ready.  "This is the 1st time since the devastating season last year we've seen widespread elevated fire danger," he said.
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